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CHAPTER 

1 

Recalibrating the Deep History of Intellectual 

Thought in the KwaZulu-Natal Region 

Carolyn Hamilton 

g n the literature that deals with public intellectual activity in South Africa there 

9 is a tacit understanding that one of its defining features is sustained reading and 

writing. 1 The literature shares this feature with European understandings of puhlic 

intellectual activity and has not, to my knowledge, actively considered the possi

bility of intellectual life in settings without writing. There is further implicit agree

ment that 'public' in the phrase 'public intellectual' refers to the public of the 'public 

sphere', one of the social imaginaries of a modern democracy. It is the public called 

into being by the wide circulation of printed texts, the public that must read, con

sider and debate its options and make political choices then realised through the 

ballot box. 2 

In South Africa these assumptions about public intellectualism combine with 

deeply entrenched ideas about pre-colonial societies as practising timeless tribal 

culture and relaying oral traditions, the combination thereby precluding any explo

ration of pre-colonial intellectual currents and activities. These combined assump

tions foreclose any investigation of how intellectual engagements in oral forms 

sought to persuade people and to shape political futures, both deep within the eras 

before colonialism and persisting into the colonial era. They obscure how such 

modes of debate and discussion overlapped and intersected with early literate forms 

of public intellectual activity. 
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This chapter challenges the assumptions that position thinkers of the nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries, who expressed their ideas orally and who did 

not write, as atavistic relayers of oral tradition, and their literate counterparts -

often their very own kin - as modern thinkers engaged in public intellectual life. 

Members of both seemingly distinct categories, I argue, were deeply cognisant of 

the immense changes of their times and both attempted to reconcile the past with 

the present. People in both categories were critically concerned with the navigation 

of change and the nature of the brokering of the past into the present that each saw 

as necessary to navigate that change. This involved drawing on banks of inher

ited knowledge, reconciling the old with the new, testing ideas and deliberating in 

multiple settings. 

The chapter shows that deliberative activity of this kind was also a feature of life 

/1,:(orc colonialism. Such activity shows up in the historical record wherever signif

icant change had to be navigated. For too long, colonialism and literacy have been 

allowed to constitute the effective beginning of South African history, with any ear

lier cognitive activity consigned to 'tradition'. Where what went before is historicised 

at all, it is, at best, only ever a background chapter to the rest of history, or situated 

in the field of archaeology, which draws heavily on ethnographies from later eras 

to interpret its findings. 3 However, it is more than possible to begin to undertake 

research into political praxis in the eras before colonialism and to follow currents 

of political thought changing in response to changing circumstances within the 

pre-colonial world and across the pre-colonial/colonial divide. It is indeed possible 

to watch ideas travel across oral forms, from oral forms into written ones, and into 

ones with the oral and written inextricably entangled. To accomplish this, the per

vasive distinction between literate, modern, hybrid .:ind synthesising intellectuals 

and illiterate, authentic tribal informants relaying handed-down tradition requires 

robust interrogation. 

In the rest of this chapter I attempt such an interrogation in relation to one region 

of southern Africa - KwaZulu-Natal - where sufficient research already exists to 

make it possible to pursue these issues across the pre-colonial/colonial temporal 

boundary. furthermore, the era immediately before colonialism saw the rapid rise 

of new power in this area, the kingdom under Shaka (c.18 I 6-28). Shaka's reign was 

short-lived and ended with a palace coup that saw a dramatic shift of power away 

from his closest allies, to supporters of the new incumbent, his brother, Dingane. 

These changes and realignments in the late independent era required political and 

intellectual agility, which has left discernible traces in the historical record that 

allow us to research how change was navigated in the late independent period and 

across the pre-colonial/colonial divide. 
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My interrogation proceeds in four steps. First, I consider the now substantial 

scholarly work on two prominent intellectuals, Mage1na Magwaza ruze and John 

Langalibalelc Dube. Their writings in isiZulu in the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries made use of existing, and presumably long-standing, concepts -

about, among other things, the nature of rule, government and nation, as well as 

gender roles - to discuss how things were in the past, as well as to discuss present 

changes and to imagine new futures. My aim is to highlight the extent to which 

their use of such concepts was rooted in earlier, pre-colonial currents of political 

thought and in inherited conceptual language that they were able to invoke, or 

where necessary, to refurbish to meet new needs. 

Second, I consider a range of other places where such discussions were going 

on, also in isiZulu, about the same and related topics, but which happened orally 

and were written down by people other than those doing the speaking. The point of 

this is to register the existence of a wide and rich discursive environment in which 

isiZulu speakers were deliberating about the key questions of the day and, like the 

literate intellectuals, were exploring a variety of ways of brokering the past into the 

present, but doing so orally. These points arc not well established in the relevant 

literature. 

Third, I set out an argument for recognising that what these speakers offered was 

not relayed, formulaic oral tradition, but thoughtful disquisitions on the past. These 

sometimes engaged with the past in its own right, but in many instances, the past 

was drawn on for the intellectual resources and insights it offered for navigating 

contemporary changes and envisaging the future. 

The final step in my argument is to show that both the written and oral political 

discourses, and the intellectual activity that they involved, which drew thoughtfully 

on the past, were not new features in the region in the late nineteenth century. 

There arc clear indications of similar debates and forms of brokering of the past into 

the present in the eras before colonialism, especially in circumstances of dramatic 
political changes. 

THE WRITINGS OF THE MODERN INTELLECTUALS 

There is now considerable scholarly work on early black intellectuals writing in 

both isiZulu and English, which offers rich insights into the multiple ways in which 

they navigated the enormous changes that came with colonialism. 

Hlonipha Mokoena's study of Magema Fuze offers a detailed examination of 

the thinking and writing of one of the earliest writerly intellectuals of the region. 4 

23 
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hom the late 1860s Fuze played an increasingly important role in the complex 

intersecting spheres of royal Zulu, local chiefly and colonial politics. 5 This entailed 

missions to the Zulu king, writing and printing political commentary, involve

ment in the trials of Zulu leaders and even joining King Dinuzulu in exile on the 

island of Saint Helena in 1896. While Fuze was distinctively a product of a mission 

education, he operated in close proximity to Zulu royalty over a long period and 

during his sojourn on Saint Helena he developed a cosmopolitan and pan-African 

consciousness. Central to his work across some 50 years was an extended engage

ment with questions of sovereignty, the rights, responsibilities and reach of king

and chiefship, and how their forms in previous eras would be reconfigured under 

colonialism. 6 

Diverse political and intellectual networks shaped his thought and writing, 

much of it expressed in isiZulu, in letters, articles in the British and local press 

(Macmilla11's Magazi11e, Ipepa lo Hla11ga, /11ka11yiso and Ila11ga lase Natal) and in his 

1922 book on the history and origins of the black inhabitants of the region, Abantu 

Abam11yama Lapa Rave/a Ngako11a.7 Mokoena argues that the picture of his think

ing and writing that emerges is of a bricoleur, combining strands of thought drawn 

from diverse places - Christian, indigenous, Darwinian, scientific - and employ

ing a collage of ideas and arguments, in which the history of the region loomed 

large.8 Not only did he have much to say about the nature of the Zulu kingship and 

questions of sovereignty, he also tackled numerous other aspects of what has been 

termed 'custom: including its misappropriations under colonialism, and did so in a 

manner that fostered a knowledge and appreciation of the past. 9 As Mokoena puts 

it, the Christianised educated elite, or amakholwa, were paradoxically 'champions 

of modernity's enlightenment, while at the same time rejecting its colonial form'. 

Her argument is that the rejection took the form of a reach into the past: 'Fuze's 

notion of history as discourse was based on the assumption that reviving the past 

was the first step in the construction of Africanist knowledge: 10 

By the 1890s a new generation of young literate intellectuals was making their 

presence felt in Natal, including John Langalibalele Dube, who was to become 

a leading figure. Dube is probably best known as the founding president of the 

African National Congress, but arguably his greatest legacy lies in the dynamism he 

brought into African intellectual life. He was responsible for the establishment of 

Ohlange, which was to become the leading school for Africans in the region, and in 

1903 he began publishing the newspaper //a11ga lase Natal, which engaged with the 

pressing debates of the day about, among other things, citizenship, discrimination 

and government policies. Heather Hughes's biography of Dube tracks his life and 

work in detail. 11 
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Dube was the author of a number of historical texts, ranging from his 1890 

pamphlet published in English in the United States, 'A ·1alk upon My Native Land' 

(which included discussion of the rise of Shaka and the massacre of the Qadi peo

ple under Shaka's successor, Ding.me), to what is most often referred to as the first 

novel in isiZulu, set in the reign ofShaka, illsila kaSlwka, published in 1930. He was 

a writer of letters to prominent people, including the Zulu king, and to newspapers, 

such as lnkanyiso and the J\;lissicmary Review of the World. He also solicited letters 

and opinion for his newspaper. As editor of Ilmiga, he would have had a significant 

say in what was reported in the paper - such as the trials of the rebels involved in 

the anti-poll tax uprising of 1906 and the subsequent trial of the then Zulu king, 

Dinuzulu. 

More squarely still than Fuze, Dube was a thoroughly modern figure, hut he 

too operated across the full spectrum of Natal politics. It was a field shaped by the 

concerns of not only the educated intelligentsia whose interests Dube promoted, 

but also Zulu royals, local chiefs (including klwlwa chiefs), missionaries, governors 

and native administrators, large- and small-scale farmers and many others. As in 

Fuze's work, historical consciousness was a locus of his critique of the particular 

form that colonial modernity took. Like f-uze, Dube was active in navigating the 

enormous changes of the time, engaging with pressing questions, and brokering 

the past into the present. The bricolage and cobbling from multiple sources that 

a scholar like Mokoena sees as a distinctive feature of Fuze's 1922 book, were also 

present in Dube's writing. We can see him reaching in many places into the world 

of so-called tradition and, indeed, late in life, in I 936, he even became a found

ing member of the rather arcane Zulu Society, which focused on preserving Zulu 

heritage and customs. 

Fuze and Dube had plenty of reasons to reflect on and discuss the nature of 

the Zulu kingship and the nature of colonial government. The early decades 

of the twentieth century saw the rise of a form of nationalism centred on the 

Zulu kingship. Such nationalist impulses affected the various ways in which 

thinkers and writers like Fuze and Dube interacted with the Zulu royal house 

and engaged with the long history of the region. 12 That new nationalism, and 

its critique of imperial and later Union rule, is central to understanding how 

intellectuals at this time thought about a large range of questions concerning 

nation, rule, government, domination, governmental and civil responsibilities, 

hegemony and, indeed, history itself. Support for the Zulu royal house was far 

from automatic for people like Fuze and Dube, whose families had previously 

suffered under royal Zulu rule and who had been forced to accommodate them

selves Lo colonial Natal politics. 

25 
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While much scholarly attention has focused on klwlwa thinking and writing as 

being concerned with ideas of modernity and progress, close examination of Fuzc's 

and Dube's writings reveal their depth of interest in how to think about, and value, 

the prc-klzolwa past - the world described variously in the twentieth century as 

traditional and tribal - as well as the role and nature of the Zulu kingship and iden

tities and connections inherited from the distant past. 13 

Fuze and Dube are the best known and most studied of the early generations 

of isiZulu-speaking literate intellectuals. Research is increasingly introducing us to 

other writers. Of course, these writers were also prominent speakers whose words 

were often recorded, with varying degrees of faithfulness, by other writers. They 

were continually in spoken debate and discussion in a wide variety of settings, from 

the most ostensibly modern lo what seemed to be atavistically tribal. 

DISCOURSING ORALLY 

There were numerous other situations at this time where the kinds of issues engaged 

with by the literate intellectuals were taken up by people who only discoursed orally. 

In certain instances their words were recorded in writing, with spoken isiZulu 

sometimes translated by either home-language isiZulu or home-language English 

translators and then written down by either home-language English or home

language isiZulu recorders, with all of these variations affecting how the spoken 

words entered the record. 

These instances include, for example, documents from the 1880s, and published 

in 1978 in a compilation edited by Colin Webb and John Wright. 1'1 Positioned as 

recording the words of the Zulu king, Cetshwayo kaMpande, they were presented 

at the time as forms of dictation, recorded while he was a prisoner in exile, first at 

the Castle in Cape Town and later living in civil custody on the Cape farm, Oude 

Molen. The first document, described as a 'narrative ... taken down from the 

lips of Cetpvayo, by Captain Poole ... [that) contains nothing that has not been 

received direct from Cetywayo: was published in English in Macmillan's Magazine 

in February 1880.15 It was generated over a number of weeks while Cetshwayo was 

in the Castle, with translation by W.K. Longcast, who had been a British military 

interpreter in the Anglo-Zulu War. At the time, Cetshwayo was in the custody of 

Captain J. Ruscombe Poole, who appears to have been the facilitator, and possibly a 

co-author of a kind, of the publication. It offers a survey of the course of Zulu his

tory and of the events leading to the war of 1879. The second document is a letter 

from the king to Sir Hercules Robinson, governor of the Cape Colony, written in 
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1881, giving King Cctshwayo's version of the war and subsequent events. lt was part 

of a corpus of correspondence with a wide group of inlluential people and govern

ment in the Cape and in Britain that was generated by the king and his amanuensis, 

R.C.A. Samuelson, the son of a missionary, who was lluent in isiZulu and appointed 

as his interpreter after Longcast. The third document consisted of statements about 

the law and customs of the Zulu kingdom 'elicited from Cetshwayo under inter

rogation' by the Cape Government Commission at Oude Molen over two days in 

1881 in a question and answer format. Samuelson was responsible for the trans

lation, which was recorded by an unnamed minute-taker. The minutes were then 

read back to Samuelson, and then through him to Cetshwayo, and then amended. 

As published in 1978 the three texts comprise some 48 pages. 

These texts were substantially mediated by their particular circumstances of 

recording as well as by the orientations, concerns and abilities of the translators and 

recorders. 16 They were also the product of what the king chose Lo place on record, 

how he engaged with the key questions of the day, the kinds of political thought he 

drew on, and the ways in which he brokered the past in the present. It is hardly a 

surprise that matters of kingship, sovereignty and the nature of rule were upper

most in his mind. 

The period with which I am concerned saw many other instances of speaking in 

isiZulu - by Zulu royals, prominent officials, chiefs, people appearing in courts and 

before commissions, as well as statements made to magistrates and input rendered 

to experts of various stripes who were out and about collecting information. These 

were then set down in writing, sometimes in isiZulu and sometimes in English, by 

other people and many were presented as being accurate recordings. Increasingly, 

we know more and more about the circumstances under which these various 

records that purport to render spoken speech came into being. 

Spoken discussions that referenced the past that were never recorded, but went 

on in daily life, would have happened in situations too countless to list, but a sense 

of the range and extent of this may be productive to keep in mind. The long-ago 

past would have been drawn on not only in addressing ancestors at grave sites, sig

nificant ritual settings and in fireside storytelling. This was time of rapid urbanisa

tion and it would also have been referenced in libations in the new beerhalls and in 

conversations at trade union and church meetings in the growing town of Durban. 

Many undocumented discussions of political import would have taken place in 

chiefly courts and meetings of many kinds, as well as on journeys to colonial courts, 

in commentary on contested outcomes of justice processes, and in response to proc

lamations and changes in governmental policy. Some of these discussions would 

have taken place under circumstances that the participants considered, in one way 

27 
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or another, significant - that is, more than mere conversation. \,Vhen we begin to 

think like this about all the places that political issues were being discussed, care

fully picked over and debated, where past ways of doing things were being reviewed 

anJ change was being interrogated, we begin to grasp something of the extent of the 

richly discursive environment in which isiZulu speakers were participating in the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

One of the places where this was happening was in the many conversations that 

a range of people were having, mostly in isiZulu, with the colonial official James 

Stuart, the recorded notes of which arc widely described as a vast body of recorded 

oral tradition. 

ORAL TRADITION AND THE STATING OF THEIR OWN VIEWS 

Between I 897 and 1921 the Natal administrator James Stuart held discussions with 

some 200 people he regarded as well informed on what he thought of as Zulu history 

and custom. He was especially interested in the nature of rule in the time of Shaka. 

which he considered a useful model for colonial governance, and he steered many 

of the conversations onto this subject. 17 Stuart was a fluent isiZulu speaker and he 

took detailed notes of the conversations. In certain instances, he was concerned to 

record the particular narrative llow and the exact words in isiZulu of his interlocu

tors. Indeed, his corpus of notes is considered to be one of the richest bodies of what 

is often described as 'oral tradition' in southern Africa. As oral traditions recorded 

from what arc seen by scholars as authentic tribal informants, these accounts arc typ

ically treated as narratives handed down across generations, more or less faithfully. 18 

However, close reading of the recorded texts and research into the contexts, lives 

and networks of these informants, of the kind that has been done by scholars who 

have worked on fuzc and Dube, throws light on their intellectual processes, politi

cal concerns and their praxis in a manner that invites radical reassessment of them 

as 'informants' and relayers of oral tradition. In this chapter I discuss in detail one 

of Stuart's interlocutors, Ndlovu kaThimuni, in order to demonstrate this point. 19 

In two sessions across some 11 days in 1902 and 1903 Stuart held sustained dis

cussions with Ndlovu kaThimuni. Ndlovu was a prominent figure in Natal chiefly 

politics. 20 He was a grandson of Mudli kaNkwdo kaNdaba, who had been actively 

involved in the accession of his kinsman, Shaka, to the Zulu chieftaincy and had 

later been killed by Shaka. 21 According to Ndlovu, his father, Thimuni, had been 

forced by Shaka's assassin and successor, King Dingane, to leave the Zulu country 

and settle to the south in what was to become the colony ofNatal. 22 Relations with 
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the main Zulu royal house were tense in this period. Over the ensuing decades 

boundary disputes with neighbouring chiefs and white l.rnd encroachments forced 

Thimuni and his followers into an ever-smaller area, subjecting them to a colo

nial magistrate's authority and increasingly onerous forms of colonial taxation and 

labour demands. By the time Ndlovu met with Stuart, his family had some 50 years 

of experience in colonial Natal politics.23 

Stuart first met with Ndlovu on Friday, 7 November 1902, probably at Stuart's 

place of work as assistant magistrate in Durban. 2•1 Stuart recorded that Ndlovu 

'called on me today with another, being referred lo me by my old friend, Mkando'. 2~ 

The formulation 'called on me', with its tones of Victorian social nicety, indicates 

thal the connection was initiated by Ndlovu, without prior arrangement but with a 

certain formality. In what Stuart indicates was a conversation of about 45 minutes, 

the men touched on aspects of the reigns of Shaka, Dingane and Mpande, and a host 

of other things. They then arranged to meet the next day at Stuart's home. Ndlovu 

accordingly arrived with a small entourage and stayed the night. Stuart's induna, 

Ndukwana kaMbengwana, was present. 26 Significantly, the Saturday conversation 

was not so much about the past as the present. ll was dominated by a three-and-a

half-hour conversation 'on the native question in its general aspect'. 27 In the course 

of the conversation, Ndukwana intervened often, registering and discussing multi

ple contemporary problems, as did Ndlovu, whom Stuart recorded as noting: 

Everyone would hail with delight the holding of native public meetings in 

Pietermaritzburg from Lime to time. That is what is truly needed ... he was 

of the opinion the last generation had failed in not educating native chil

dren. He considers that kolwas and others arc corrupted by new-comers 

from England and elsewhere who know nothing of the native. II is not mere 

education that alienates the young men etc. 28 

A reader familiar with the wider corpus of Stuart papers, and with the particular 

policies that Stuart was advocating at this time for native administration in Natal, 

can immediately confirm what the first-time reader probably senses, that this state

ment is as much a reflection of Stuart's thinking as anything that Ndlovu had to say. 

Stuart was an advocate of regular consultations and is many times on record com

menting on the general lack of knowledge on native customs relevant to indigenous 

governance among the new generation of native administrators. 

What Ndlovu and the men with him actually had to say on that Saturday after

noon cannot be recovered from these notes, at least not at face value, since they are 

the product of what Stuart chose to note down. What the notes do attest to upfront 

29 
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is that both parties, Stuart an<l Ndukwana, and their visitors, were deeply interested 

in an<l concerned about contemporary issues, and were choosing to meet and to 

discuss them. They were also deliberating, with ideas, opinions and, as the notes 

make dear, historical references, going backwards and forwards. 

On the Sun<lay, N<llovu began by saying that he had reflected on Stuart's remarks 

of the previous day about Africans being allowed their own parliament and man

aging their own affairs according to their own laws and customs. Stuarl captured 

his words thus: 

He said the present state of affairs has Lurned them into mice ... if such a 

policy of allowing them to manage their own affairs were conceded, Lhe peo

ple would be able to bear any burden, however great it might be, seeing Lhey 

would then have a full knowledge of what they were doing ... Men should 

not continue to be izig11lm (dummies), and not be allowed Lo state their owll 

views (pe11d11/a). Natives have become izam11k11 (mutes); we cannot make 

ourselves heard. 29 

Ndlovu had no hesitancy in asserting his criticisms: 'Umteto II isiqwaga; which 

Stuart glossed in his notes as 'the law is a tyrant (no respecter of persons)'. The com

ments that follow, in a mix of English and isiZulu in Stuart's notes, probably reflect 

Ndlovu's sentiments: 'A law is passed by the European and it is forcibly applied 

straight away. There ought to be councils among the natives for no man can make 

laws alone.' 30 After close perusal of the many pages of notes of the conversations in 

which Ndlovu and his companions were involved, it is hard to imagine that any of 

the participants in the conversation could have been in doubt that the forays into 

the past were undertaken in order to explore their significance for contemporary 

governance. 

When he was again on a visit to Durban, Ndlovu chose to resume the conver

sation with Stuart, this time on New Year's Day of 1903.31 Stuarl, Ndukwana and 

Ndlovu met again on 11 January, this time with Ndlovu's brother Mhuyi kaThimuni 

present, and again in March. 

The first point I wish to draw attention to is that these conversations were not 

seen by the participating parties as recording sessions of established historical narra

tives (although as I shall show, there were quite separate occasions when the record

ing of narratives was the purpose.) While these conversations sometimes involved 

digressions and moments of engaging with the past with no obvious purpose, they 

were, for the most part, discussion occasions in their own right. 32 The engagements 

referenced the past in numerous ways, illuminating points, supporting lines of 
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thought and critically considering alternatives in the present and for the future. 

The deliberate way in which Ndlovu approached Stuart and pursued the discussion 

across multiple encounters, along with chosen associates, is indicative of his praxis 

in entering into a dialogic space and seeking thereby to engage with and act upon 

the changing world in which he was operating, a praxis that was later to take a still 

more dramatic turn with his involvement in the 1906 rebellion. 

My second point is that even when Ndlovu offered lengthy accounts of events 

in the past, he did not do so simply as a relayer of an established, stable story or 

tradition, but actively crafted his own account, drawing on multiple sources to 

establish the points he wished to make. Ndlovu indicated that one of his sources 

of information was his father, Thimuni kaMudli.· 13 On the face of ii, it would 

seem that Ndlovu as the son of Thimuni, who was himself the son of Mudli, was 

relaying what his grandfather told his father, who then told him. But Stuart also 

interviewed a brother ofNdlovu's, Mhuyi kaThimuni. The accounts offered by the 

brothers differ significantly, with Ndlovu offering far greater historical detail, and 

with the two accounts diverging on important issues. It is possible that Mhuyi, 

who had much less contact with his father than Ndlovu did, heard less, was less 

interested in the past and failed to remember family history or - and none of these 

points are mutually exclusive - that Ndlovu was making use of a larger variety of 

historical resources. 

Comparison of the accounts offered by Ndlovu and Mhuyi reveals that they 

diverged to a degree and in a form that went beyond what might be attributed 

to lack of interest, poor memory or faulty transmission in a chain of testimony. 

The essential difference concerned the critical question of Shaka's status as son 

of Senzangakhona. Ndlovu slated that Shaka was illegitimate. Mhuyi said he was 

not and each account contained narrative details supporting its claim. One crucial 

differentiating factor was that Ndlovu noted to Stuart that he also owed much of 

his knowledge of Shaka to Sipika, a man of Senzangakhona's Mnkangala ibutlw, 

who was actively involved in the events leading up to death of Senzangakhona and 

the accession of Shaka. 34 All this suggests strongly that Ndlovu was not only more 

exposed than Mhuyi to what Thimuni had to say, but that he also actively took up 

details provided by at least one other person than his father, namely, Sipika, braid

ing the accounts together for himself. 

If we now turn to a consideration of what we know about Thimuni kaMudli, we 

discover that he too did not simply participate in a generational relay of tradition. To 

establish this point, we must diverge for a moment from our discussion of Ndlovu 

and Thimuni, to introduce someone in Ndlovu's network. In his discussions with 

Stuart and Ndukwana, Ndlovu offered to send to them Jantshi kaNongila, whom he 
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recommended for his skills as a praise poet. 3'' Within a month Jantshi was ensconced 

at Stuart's home for a set of conversations spread over about ten days. The notes indi

cate that Ndukwana participated in these conversations too and that again an active 

exchange of information ensued. The notes make it clear that Ndukwana and Jantshi 

argued over a variety of historical details. 36 

I have elsewhere discussed at length how Jantshi garnered the information he 

drew on in his discussions with Stuart and Ndukwana, concluding that he relied 

heavily on what his father, Nongila, an intelligence specialist under successive 

Zulu kings and an expert in marshalling information, told him. Jantshi claimed 

Ndlovu's father, Thimuni, also derived his knowledge of history from Nongila 

and, indeed, Jantshi's and Ndlovu's accounts overlap in significant ways. 37 The 

point of this digression into what Jantshi had to say is that it brings into view 

the networks of information, discussion flows and processes of the accrual of 

information that not only Ndlovu and Jantshi were engaged in, but also those of 

their fathers Nongila and Thimuni. Significantly, in Nongila and Thimuni's time, 

politics was scarcely less turbulent than in 1902-03. Nongila and Thimuni were 

themselves navigating rapid political change. They both fled the Zulu kingdom 

into what became the colony of Natal, with all the adjustments that entailcd. 38 

Through all of this, histories mattered politically and were assiduously recon

sidered and revised. In these earlier eras history was as much a part of political 

discourse as it was revealed to be when Ndlovu, his followers, Ndukwana and 

Stuart sat down together. 

What emerges from this line of investigation is a picture of a complex series of 

syntheses across time, drawn on thoughtfully by Ndlovu. We can track the pro

cesses of Ndlovu·s take-up of ideas, including historical information. Here my sub

stantive point is that when we give Ndlovu·s accounts as much attention as we give 

those of writers like Fuzc or Dube, we find similar processes of historical crafting, 

the bringing together of information and arguments from various sources, and the 

signs of :mi mated intellectual activit)'. 

In the case of Fuze, the intellectual biographer is on relatively familiar research 

ground. even if she must. as Mokoena docs, do much that is innovative to over

turn racialised habits of thinking about who is and who is not an intellectual, to 

enable us to hear what Fuze has to say, as well as to track little-known networks, 

foreground the contents of vernacular accounts, explore the nature of their forms 

and the manners of their mediation. Any attempt to track the intellectual biography 

of someone like Ndlovu must similarly overturn habits of thinking that position 

him as a tribal informant, reconstruct the circumstances of the making of records 

concerning him, as well as of the resources that he drew on, read for the signs of his 
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Lhinking embedded in the notes of olhers, and foreground his words and concepls 

wherever they can be found in Lhc record. 

Bul Lhe maller docs nol resl Lhere, as there is anolher hahil of Lhinking Lhal 

requires critical review and Lhal is the idea Lhal Lhc litcrale inlcllectuals were poli

tical Lhinkers wilh a wide range of connections while Lhe so-called informants were 

insular Lribesmen. The faclors and experiences that shaped Ndlovu·s thinking speak 

to the scope and range of the networks of ideas that Ndlovu was involved with. In 

1903 when Ndlovu was talking to Stuart, these were far from self-contained Natal 

networks of rural tribal informants. For one thing, Ndlovu was well Lravelled. Not 

only had he traversed the region between what is today Maputo and the Kimberley 

diamond fields, but like Fuze, he was to end up on Saint Helena. w This was a result 

of the central role he played in the 1906 rebellion against the poll tax, the so-called 

Bambatha Rebellion. This turned him into a central figure in Natal politics. Ndlovu 

featured prominently in the highly publicised trial that followed the rebellion. The 

court record reveals much about Ndlovu's abilities to operate publicly in this show

case trial and to present his version of the events of the uprising in the face of a 

prosecution bent on depicting him as bloodthirsty, barbaric and devious. Ndlovu 

emerged as a 'canny leader of undoubted ability': 10 He was at the centre of a complex 

network of communication and strategising among the rebels, in contact with the 

Zulu royal house prior to the trial, and afterwards with an even wider network of 

people in strategising the post-rebellion situation. These networks included many 

of the writerly intellectuals I have been referring to. 

The trial was of pressing concern for people like Fuzc and Dube, who were 

themselves advising King Dinuzulu at the time. IL was actively discussed in the 

black and white press. It is hard to imagine that prominent figures like Dube and 

Ndlovu, whose home bases were in close proximity lo each other, did not actually 

know each olher and never talked in person. If they did not, they most certainly 

knew a great deal about each other and the kind of thinking and activity that Lhe 

other was engaged in. Their networks were far from scaled off from each other. 

Both were involved in local chiefly matters, Ndlovu as a chief himself and Dube 

in the chiefly politics of the Qadi, with which the Dube family was historically 

connecte<l: 11 From the time of King Dinuzulu's return from exile in 1898, both 

Ndlovu and Dube were involved with the Zulu royal house. At the time of the 

trial, and again al the time of Ndlovu's own return from exile that was the result 

of the 1906 trial, there can be no doubt that botlz Ndlovu and Dube were thinking 

deeply about the order of things in the past and how it was changing. And, in the 

course of these reflections, both engaged in consideration of the past, notably the 

reign of Shaka. 
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The lives of the supposedly authentic tribal informants were thus intertwined 

with those of their klw/wn neighbours and kin - both immediate and distant - in 

Natal, as well as with a variety of other literate political allies. There is much more 

evidence that can be elucidated about these parties' shared concerns about the mat

ters of nation, rule, government, domination, governmental and civil responsibili

ties and hegemony, and their thinking about the significance of what those things 

were like in the past and in the present. These were, after all, the pressing questions 

of the day, for the apparently tribal informants as much as the klwlwn literates. 

Stuart again interviewed Ndlovu in 1919 across three days, this time clearly 

making a specific effort to record his spoken words verbatim in isiZulu. It seems 

that Stuart's purpose on this occasion was to get Ndlovu to cover in detail many 

of the stories about Shaka first raised under very different circumstances in 1902 

and 1903. The reason he took down Ndlovu's words with such precision in 1919 

was because he planned to use them in an isiZulu-language school readcr.' 12 The 

discussion of contemporary political developments that characterised the earlier 

discussions is nowhere present in this later set of notes. By 1919 both Stuart and 

Ndlovu were all too aware that the kinds of consultative processes that in 1902-03 

they had agreed were desirable were not to be. 

Ndlovu kaThimuni, Mhuyi kaThimuni, Jantshi kaNongila, Ndukwana ka

Mbengwana and many others were involved in the special efforts (and sometimes 

chance encounters) that resulted in them talking to Stuart in isiZulu, under cir

cumstances very much of Stuart's making but, as we are able to sec in certain in

stances, in circumstances that involved dynamics that exceeded Stuart's agendas.43 

Of course, many other people in the region were also both talking and writing in 

isiZulu on a wide range of topics, including the long past. 

THINKING THE PAST IN THE PRESENT WITH AN EYE 
TO THE FUTURE 

In all sorts of ways the concerns of a significant component of the writings by the 

literate intellectuals overlapped with the focuses of the Stuart notes, shaped as the 

notes were by the congruence of interest of Stuart and many of his interlocutors in 

indigenous governance, practices of rule and the reign of Shaka. They also over

lapped with other subjects that feature more incidentally in the Stuart corpus. 

We can see that the writers were interested not merely in the modern present -

and the agenda of progress and change - but were actively assessing the meaning 

and possibilities of the past in their present. There can be no doubt that the oral 
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discoursers too were profoundly aware of the need to navigate a changing world. 

The Stuart notes abound in explicit statements on this. Unlike the interest the 

Stuart notes have allracted for the detail that they offer on the reigns of Shaka and 

Dinganc, they have not been much explored for what they have lo say ahoul polit

ical thought, discursive activity and the navigation of change, though where they 

have, much is rcveakd.' 1·' 

How researchers read the texts of the wrilerly intellectuals has often been a 

result of notions about the writerly intellectuals as acculturated and having imbibed 

questionable ideas of European thinkers about topics like Bantu migrations and 

racial origins: 15 These ideas arc then regarded as having been cobbled together with 

fragments of oral traditions only poorly known because of klwlwa distance from 

tribal situations and history. The results arc judged to be either 'imperfect historical 

sources' with 'faults of style and errors of fact', such as Fuze's Abmitu Al1am11yama, 

or positioned as literary works of fiction, like Dubc's fllsila kaSlwkc1.~6 Many of the 

written works on historical subjects are read as Zulu, or African, nationalist tracts 

of comparatively lillle historical substance. 

Narrators like Stuart's interlocutors are regarded as not doing synthesising intcl· 

lectual work in order lo make sense of the world they live in, but as relaying a more 

or less uncontaminated oral tradition from bygone years. This impression persists 

in the face of a growing body of work that reveals them to be as adept in mobilising 

history to resource their thinking and to navigate change at the time of record

ing as their literate counterparts. We can see much the same kind of bricolage and 

cobbling that Mokocna sees in Fuze's writing, and that characterises the writing of 

Dube, at work in the recorded words of someone like Ndlovu kaThimuni, who has 

long been regarded as offering pure and authentic oral tradition. More importantly, 

a growing body of research indicates that historical discourse was continually being 

reworked in the generations that preceded Stuart's interlocutors to cope with com

plex and rapidly changing political circumstances. 

What these accounts, wrillen and oral, share is an understanding and treatment 

of history as something to be deliberated over, as manifestly a subject of debate. 

Much overt discussion of this kind took place in the pages of Dube's newspaper, 

llanga. Mokoena shows us that debate was actively solicited by Fuzc when he wrote 

columns and letters for newspapers, and when he responded to his argumentative 

readers.' 17 Much spoken word that was recorded as historical evidence was deliv

ered in situations where conflicts of interpretation were understood by the partic

ipants as the very condition of the offering of historical knowledge, nowhere more 

so than in the contested settings of courtrooms and before commissions. And, as 

I have shown from this brief engagement with the encounters that resulted in the 
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corpus of notes made by Stuart recording the words of Ndlovu kaThimuni, history 

as contested, debated and debatable, and subject to assessment and revision, was 

present in both the content and form of the discussions at Stuart's home in Durban. 

In the lall· nineteenth and early twentieth centuries intellectual activity was not the 

preserve of literates. People like Ndlovu kaThimuni were just as engaged in navi

gating thoughtfully the changes of the time as were the writerly intellectuals. Like 

them, Ndlovu drew on the past to address the concerns of the present. Like them, 

he braided together strands of information in ways that helped in making sense of 

the past and that enabled thinking about the future. He paid allention to the ideas of 

others, exerting his critical faculties at every turn, mobilising networks and drawing 

on banks of knowledge to make important decisions and defend disputed actions. 

He was concerned to place the past on record and was active in brokering the past 

into the present. These were all things that the literate intellectuals of his time were 

doing. There are abundant signs in Ndlovu's accounts and in his own practice that 

'the oral past: as Mokoena terms it, was full of resources and strategics for how to 

navigate change. 

In focusing on the intellectual activit}' of Ndlovu, this chapter draws attention 

to currents of pqlitical thought with roots in the eras before colonialism. These 

currents were not timeless products, but thought in motion in response to political 

change. It also highlights another kind of legacy about being a public figure and 

speaking out on the questions of the day and not being, as Ndlovu put it, a 'nobody' 

or 'izamuka (mutes): Ndlovu clearly appreciated the value of debate and advocated 

for gatherings for public discussion and debate. He chose to engage with and con

front colonial thinking. 

A further implication of the arguments made in this chapter concerns the nature 

of the archive that these writings and recorded notes collectively make up. Mokoena 

makes the point that Fuze and the readers of his columns regularly argued about 

the meaning of isiZulu words and sought to develop both a linguistically correct 

secular vocabulary and a religious one."18 Discussions about the meanings of words 

are also to be found throughout the conversations recorded by Stuart. In all the texts 

concerned - the writings by Fuze and Dube, and their many respondents and fellow 

literate intellectuals, and in the hundreds of pages of Stuart notes, in Cetshwayo's 

various statements, and in many instances that I have not had the space here to men

tion - words were set up to do work in sentences. The kinds of work they did was 

historically contingent but, in all cases, a more or less shared inherited vocabulary 
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was being used by all of these writers and speakers to navigate change, to say things 

about the past, the present and the future. How the words did their work was not 

merely contingent, but also informed by legacies of thought about the nature of rule 

and power and many other things - indeed, the very order of things. There is a vast 

amount of recorded text in isiZulu that says these things, coming from multiple posi

tions, generated under a wide variety of circumstances. The archive that this chapter 

delineates is a register of the navigation of change. The inherited concepts that were 

available in the period when the archive was laid <lown were not, of course, frozen 

time travellers into the period. They were concepts with long histories of being put 

to work in past discourses, with changing inflections across time. Collectively, they 

constitute a complex and colossal archive awaiting exploration. 

The burden of my argument here is that inherited concepts were in motion in 

the thinking ofN<llovu as much as they were in that of Fuze and Dube, and further

more they were also in motion in the thinking an<l articulations, in turn, ofThimuni 

kaMudli, something we glimpse through what Ndlovu, Mhuyi an<l Jantshi have to 

say about Thimuni and his knowledge of the past. We can only imagine what the 

case regar<ling concepts in motion woul<l have been for Thirnuni's father, Mudli, 

who oversaw the accession ofShaka within the small Zulu chiefdom and who partic

ipated in the massive changes in the political lan<lscape that accompanied the rapid 

expansion of the Zulu king's control over the wider KwaZulu-Natal region. 

Researchers who might be intereste<l in what nation, rule, government, domi

nation, governmental and civil responsibilities and hegemony might have meant 

and how they might have operated in Shakan or earlier limes, not to mention king

ship, the role of women, the nature of expertise and a million other questions, have 

access lo a vast array of texts produced under a variety of circumstances at the enc.I 

of the nineteenth century and in the early <lecades of the twentieth century, all con

cerne<l with these questions, with what they meant in the past, what they meant at 

the time, and what they might mean in the future, with much of all this expressed 

in isiZulu. Some texts may well offer us important details about historical events, 

central places and important figures. But, arguably just as significantly, the texts 

offer us a well-populated field of conceptual usage al a particular time, by a large 

range of people, in a variety of formats and mediums, with all kinds of registers of 

communication, modes of a<ldress, pressures and allures of cultural translation and 

brokerage, and conventions of rendering into text. 

Just as I have argue<l that the written texts are as much of an archive as the 

recorded oral ones, so too have I sought to show that the recorded oral texts arc 

likewise evidence of thoughtful syntheses and acts of brokerage. In the face of this 

extended archive it is no longer possible, if it ever was, to rely on the ethnographics 
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of the same period for insight into the conceptual world of that time of isiZulu 

speakers. and to assume people in previous eras had much the same 'world view'. 

Scholars can no longer valorise the brokerage and syntheses of ethnographers al the 

expense of paying attention to the brokerage and syntheses that we can sec in these 

texts. To make these points is not to wish simply to supplant the ethnographic texts 

with these ones. Rather, it is to recognise that each of these kinds of text - ethno

graphic as much as the literary or recorded oral - is a particular production worth 

investigating as II prod11ctio11. 

History produced by black intellectuals, typically operating in urban settings, 

was consigned out of the field of historiography as literature and politics, while 

the oral productions of history by black thinkers, typically in rural settings, were 

positioned as sources. This double manoeuvre not only denied historical authority 

to both of these forms of history production, but also favoured the narratives of 

the rural informant as historically more authentic than the writings of the urban 

intellectual, thereby lancing both forms of historical production of their discursive 

potency. This chapter offers a historical perspective on the pressures on academies 

today to grapple with the limits of the existing disciplines and the weight of what 

Bhekizizwe Peterson has termed the 'Black Humanities', developed over the last 

century by intellectuals and thinkers outside those disciplines. 
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1 lake ii that the first encounter was al Stuart's workplace because Stuart refers in his 
notes 10 the fact that his inJuna, NJukwana kal\·lbengwana, was not present al this fir~\ 
meding, noting that the laller was obligeJ to remain al home as Stuart was in the process 
of moving house, an activity in which NJukwana, as Stuart's induna, would have playeJ 
an important role. 'N<lhlovu ka Timuni; Webb and Wright, Jc1111es Stuart Archive 3, 198. 
The reference is probably lo 7vlkando kaDhlova, a man of the Luthuli clan, also from 
the Maphumulo district, whom Stuart met with, and recorded the notes of the conver
sation, across some 26 days in July and August 1902. Webb and Wright, James St1111rl 
Archive 3, 145- I 89. 
'Ndhlovu ka Timuni; Webb and Wright, James S11111rt Arclzive 3, 199-200, 205. 
'lnduna' is from isiZulu: singular noun: i11d1ma, pl. izi11du11t1, a term used for an appointed 
official with authority. For a detailed account of who N<lukwana was and his relationship 
with Stuart, sec John B. Wright, 'Ndukwana kaMbengwana as an lntcrlocutor on the 
History of the Zulu Kingdom, 1897-1903; History in 1\(rica 38(2011 ): 343-368. 
'Ndhlovu ka Timuni: Webb and Wright, f11111es Stuart Arclzive 3, 200. 
'Ndhlovu ka Timun1', Webb and Wright, fames S11wrt Archive 3, 20 I. Italics in this and 
other quoted text from the published version of the conversations indicates that the 
word was rendered in isiZulu in the original handwrillen notes of the conversation. 
'Ndhlovu ka Timuni: \\'ebb and Wright, Ja111cs Stuart Arclzivc 3, 207. The phrase 'slate 
their own views' is the editors' I ranslation or 'pemlula'). The translation uf izig11/m and 
izamuka were Stuart's. 
'Ndhlovu ka Timuni; Webb and Wright, James Stuart Archive 3, 207. 
'Ndhlovu ka Timuni; Webb and Wright, J11111es Stuart Arclzive 3, 212. 
'Ndhlovu ka Timuni; Webb and Wright, Ja111es Stuart Arclzive 3, 200 and 2 I 3. Sec also 
206. 
'Ndhlovu ka Timuni', Webb and Wright, Ja111es Stuart Archive 3, 200. Also sec Stuart's 
comments about how Ndukwana developed his understanding of history. Wcbh and 
Wright, fa111es Sluart Arclzive 3, 206. 
Ilmtho: singular noun: ibutho, pl. mnabutlzo, a term used for an age-based 'regiment'. 
'Ndhlovu ka Timuni: Webb and Wright, James Stuart Arclzive 3, 200. 
Sec 'Jantshi ka Nongila', in Colin de B. Webb and John 13. Wright, eds, The Ja111es S/uart 
Arclzive of Recorded Oral Evidence Relating to the History of tlze Zulu and Neighbouring 
Peoples, Volume 1 (Piclcrmaritzburg: University of Natal Press; Durban: Killic Campbell 
Africana Library, 1976), 190, 194, 197. 
Sec Hamilton, Terrific Majesly, 62-64, 68. Al the tune of writing I do not have any fur
ther genealogical information about Nongila. 
'Janlshi ka Nongila: Webb and Wright, fames Stuart Archive J, 174; Madlala, 'The Role 
of Prince Thimuni kaMudli kajama'. 
'Ndhlovu ka Timuni', Webb and Wright, James Stuart Archive 3, 207. 
Jeff Guy, Tlze Mapl111m11lo Uprising: War, Law and Ritual in tlze Z11lu Rebellion 
(Pietcrmaritzburg: University or KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2005), 45-47. 
Guy, The Maph,mwlo Uprising, 134-135. The imbrication or Madikane Cclc in kholwa 
affairs and in the world or chiclly politics offers a further example of the kinds of cnlan
glcments typical of this lime. Sec Heather Hughes, 'Politics and Society in Inanda, Natal: 
The Qadi under Chief Mqhawe, c.1840-1906' (PhD diss., University or London, 1996) 
and Heather Hughes and Mwclcla Ccle, 'Regionalism and the Archival Record: The 
Case of the Qadi in the Colony of Natal: International Journal of Regional and Local 
History 8, no. 2 (2013): 79-93. 
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James Stuart, 11 Baxoxcle: Jnnvac/i Yezinc/alm za Bantu /la kwa Z11/u, 11a ba seNatala 
(l.0111.lon: Longman. 1924), 59-80; John B. Wright, 'Socwatsha kaPhaphu, James Stuart, 
and Their Conversations on the Past, 1897-1922: Kronos 41 (2015): 142-165. 
Sec J1,hn B. Wright, 'Thununu kaNonjiya Gcabashc Visits James Stuart in the Big Smoke 
to Talk about History: Natalia 49(2019): 1-12. 
Sec Hlonipha 1vlokocna, '"The Black House•: or How the Zulus Became Jews: Journal of 
Southern Afrirnn Studies 44, no. 3 (2018): 401-411; Hamilton, Terrific Majesty, 62-71 
and more recently Carolyn H,unilton and John Wright, 'Moving Beyond Ethnic Fram
ing: Political Differentiation in the Chiefdoms of the KwaZulu-Natal Region before 
1830: Jou ma/ of So11them African St11c/ies, 43, no. 4 (2017): 663-679. 
Sec discussion in Mokoena, Fuze, 49-54. 
Mokocna, Fuzc, 49-50. 
Mokoena, Fuze, 42, 199. 
Mokoena, Fuze, 217-235. 
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